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ABSTRACT 

 

Name  : Syamsidar 
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Title : Deixis in “Sam and Cat” American Teen Situation Comedies 

Consultant I : Dr. Faidah Yusuf, S.S., M.Pd 

Consultant II : Dr. Muhammad Taufik, S.S., M.Hum. 

 

 This research discusses the Deixis in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies. This research focuses on finding the types of deixis and the impact of using 

deixis for humor in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies from 1 to 3 

episodes. The data were analyzed using the descriptive qualitative method. The theory 

used in this research is theory of Levinson (1983) and Raymond (1980). The main 

instrument of the research is note taking. The findings show all types of deixis: person 

deixis (first person, second person, and third person deixis), time deixis, place deixis, 

social deixis, and discourse deixis. There are five types of deixis that have significant 

impacts: person deixis (first person, second person, and third person deixis), time 

deixis, place deixis, social deixis, and discourse deixis. 

 

Keywords: Pragmatic, Deixis, Humor, Comedies 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background 

An important part of everyone’s ability to interact and communicate in human 

daily life is language, because humans are social creatures who need interaction in their 

daily lives. According to Chaturvedi (2014), the language that surrounds us defines our 

personality, determines our social behavior, supports our societal system, indicates our 

thoughts and feelings, and also provides us a platform to share our ideas, cooperate, 

and refine our development process. Brown (2000) also stated that language is a system 

of spoken or written symbols that can be used as a tool to communicate with each other 

in a human community. "A system of human communication that consists of the 

systematic arrangement of sounds into bigger units, such as morphemes, words, 

phrases, and utterances," was said by Richard and Schmidth (2010) about language.  

The important of language state is also mentioned in the Holy Qur’an, in surah 

Ar-rum verse 22, as follows:  
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Meaning:  

"And among His signs are the creation of the heavens and the earth and the 

diversity of your language and colors." Indeed, in that are signs for those of 

knowledge”. 

The verses that explicitly discuss universal language are about God’s creation, 

not human creation. Apart from that, how to use this verse in your daily life is to 

appreciate, maintain, be grateful for, and take advantage of God’s other creations, 

including language. As a result, the verse's main theme is that any language in the world 

is a creation of Allah and must be researched and maintained. 

Sometimes in English, the most difficult part of communication is when the 

listener or addressee is unable to understand or get the ambiguous utterances about 

what the speaker said about when, to whom, and where. Without context, it is difficult 

for the listener to understand the meaning of what the speakers said clearly. So that’s 

why context is important to understand the meaning and avoid miscommunication 

between the speaker and listener. The study of meaning in relation to context is called 

pragmatics (Birner, 2012). According to Cruse (2000), such a scope for pragmatics 

includes the study of deixis, presupposition, reference, entailment, and speech acts. 

Deixis is a clearly defined form of referencing that is tied to the speaker's context, with 

the most basic distinction between deictic being near the speaker and away from the 

speaker, as said by Yule (1996). Deixis itself is very related to the context, and with a 
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different context, the reference of the deixis in question will also be different. 

Understanding context is very important in interpreting a speech because it is a 

framework that can provide feedback on a speech, as said by Hyland (2019). Context 

is therefore a frame that surrounds feedback and provides resources for its appropriate 

interpretation. 

Deixis is a form of demonstrative pronouns and deictic adverbs that indicate 

where something is or where someone is pointing. For example, this and that indicate 

something is close to the speaker's mouth, while here and there indicate something is 

far away. The categories can be used to analyze the language because sometimes the 

listener or addressee doesn’t understand what the speaker means. So, deixis can make 

language easier to understand. Deixis is a literary device found not only in everyday 

life but also in literature, for example, in comedies. 

Levinson's (1983) theory includes five categories of deixis: person deixis, time 

deixis, place deixis, social deixis, and discourse deixis. Person deixis has three parts: 

the first person (I), the second person (You), and the third person (he/she/it). The 

researcher has used the theory to analyze the type of humor and its impact in Raymond's 

(1980) in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies.  

The researcher is interested in deixis because we actually use it in our daily 

lives. However, some of us are unaware that it is part of our conversation. Aside from 

that, there are still problems in communication for those who are aware of deixis but 
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do not recognize its forms. As a reason, deixis is employed to convey the meaning of 

speech when the listener or reader is aware of who, where, and when the speech is 

delivered, and now many people enjoy jokes and tell people around them by using 

deixis. The researcher chooses situation comedies that have genres about daily life such 

as work, school, and family life presented in humorous ways that make it easier to 

understand the deixis in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies, which have 

a storyline about family, friends, and school just like in our real lives, and explains the 

deixis by showing the reader about deixis that exist in Sam and Cat American Teen 

Situation Comedies. Besides that, Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies 

make us nostalgic with the atmosphere and the situation of the comedies.  

B. Research Question 

Based on the explanation in the background section above, the researcher has 

developed the following research question. 

1. What types of deixis are found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies? 

2. How does deixis impact the humor in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies? 

C. Objective of The Research 

The following is the objective of this, followed by the researched question 

mentioned above. 

1. To identify types of deixis that found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies. 
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2. To identify the deixis impact of humor in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies. 

D. Significant of The Research 

The findings from the research were expected to benefit the students and 

others in the following ways: 

1. Theoretically 

The researcher hopes that the research will assist students and readers in 

furthering the development of linguistic theory in the field of pragmatics related to 

deixis in situation comedies. Especially, person deixis, time deixis, place deixis, social 

deixis, and discourse deixis are used by following the theory presented by Levinson 

(1983). 

2. Practically 

The researcher hopes that the research can be a reference or source of 

information for future researchers who would conduct similar research. The students 

and readers can learn more about deixis by reading the research and also realize it in 

our utterances in daily life 
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E. Research Scope 

The researcher has limited resources for the research problem. The scope of the 

research in situation comedies. Therefore, the researcher selected 3 videos and focused 

on the main character's utterance to analyze type based theories of deixis by Levinson 

(1983), and in order to support the main theory, the researcher used theory by Raymond 

(1980) to identify the deixis impact of humor in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

comedies. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Preview Study 

The researcher can learn about previous studies that have some similarities and 

connections to the current research. Previous studies can also help the researcher 

conduct research. As a result, the researcher used some research below to develop ideas 

and a deeper understanding of deixis itself, and the the reasercher also conducted the 

research better than before. 

The first is a study that analyzes the deixis trough in a movie script, conducted 

by Nurjannah in her thesis, A Deixis Analyze of Moana Movie Script (2018). This 

research focuses on George Yule's (1996) theory. The study was intended to investigate 

deixis based on the formulation of the research problem as follows: what types of deixis 

are found in the Moana Movie Script? And what is the dominant deixis used in the 

Moana movie script? The aims of this study are to investigate the kinds of deixis found 

in the Moana Movie Script and the dominant deixis used in the Moana Movie Script. 

This research used the qualitative descriptive method to conduct the data collection 

from the movie script, and the data analysis was done using a pragmatics approach. 

The result of this research showed that there are three types of deixis using George 

Yule (1996), such as person deixis, spatial deixis, and temporal deixis. Deixis person: 

I, me, my, myself; we, us; you, your; he, him. She, they, their, them, etc. The person 

deixis is the one who reached a greater level than another, which means it was used 
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1.041 times. The details of person usage are for the first person 519 times, the second 

person 311 times, and the third person 211 times. The next spatial deixis is: here, there, 

and that. Spatial deixis was used 105 times in this research. The last is temporal deixis: 

now, then, sometimes, etc. Temporal deixis was used 26 times in this research. The 

most dominant of all deixis was person deixis, which consisted of 1,041 deictic 

expressions.  

The previous research is similar to the current research that studies deixis using 

a pragmatics approach. In contrast, the recent study identified deixis by using George 

Yule's theory in the Moana movie script, while the current study will focus on five 

types of deixis based on Levinson's (1983) theory in a different subject, Sam and Cat 

American Teen Situation Comedies. 

Next, research on deixis was conducted by Nurmaharani (2021), with the title 

"Analysis of Deixis in The Frozen II by Jennifer Lee Movie." This research used a 

qualitative approach. She classified the deixis based on the Levinson theory that was 

found in the Frozen II movie by Jennifer Lee. The result of the study is that personal 

deixis is the most dominant deixis in the movie; the researcher found a lot of deictic 

expression in the movie. Such as person deixis, that is, I, me, my, mine, myself, we, us, 

our, ourselves. And then, the second person plural is you, your, yourself. The third 

person plural has he, she, it, her, his, its, they, and them. The researcher found 1056 

person deixis, the details of which are: first person deixis (582), second person deixis 

(392), and third person deixis (171). Place deixis that have here, there, where, in, and 

also the name of the place, like an enchanted forest. The found 91 of place deixis. And 
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then, time deixis; we have now, tomorrow, morning, and tonight. The researcher found 

82 time deixis. Then discourse deixis have this, that, well, so. Found spoken 230 times. 

The last, The researcher found that there are 50 times social deixis have a king, buddy, 

queen, and father. 

The current study has similarities with the previous study, which focused on 

deixis using a pragmatics approach and also Levinson's (1983) theory. Meanwhile, 

different objects and one of the research problem that Nurmaharani analyzed was the 

dominant deixis in her research, while this research will analyze the impact humor of 

deixis types that are found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies. 

The last related research is Rahmi (2018) with her title A Pragmatic Study on 

Deixis in The Song’s Lyric of the Deen Squad Album. The researcher has come to the 

conclusion that the purpose of this study is to identify the types of deixis in The Song’s 

Lyric of the Deen Squad Album and determine the dominant and also reference 

meaning of each deixis on Allan Cruse's theory. As a result, found that types of deixis 

like person deixis, spatial deixis, temporal deixis, and social deixis are used in the 

songs. The four types of deixis occur in every song on the Deen Squad album, and 

person deixis is the most dominant. 

The analysis research above conducted research using the same method as 

current research, which is the qualitative descriptive method and uses a pragmatic 

approach. The analysis research above conducted research on different objects, namely 

Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies, and different theories by Levinson 

(1983). The specific difference between the three previous studies above and this 
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research is in the formulation of the second problem concerning the impact of deixis 

on humor in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies. 

B. Review of Conceptual Framework 

1. Pragmatics 

Pragmatics is one of the related branches of linguistic study that is conducted 

with the meaning as communicated by a speaker and interpreted by a listener, as 

concluded by Yule (1996). According to Yule (1996), pragmatics is the study of 

contextual meaning. This type of study necessarily involves the interpretation of what 

people mean in a particular context and how the context influences what is said. It 

requires a consideration of how speakers organize what they want to say in accordance 

with who they are talking to, where they are talking, and under what circumstances.  

The theory of pragmatics describes the relationship between language and 

context. It is based on the work of Levinson (1983) and others, including a discussion 

of presuppositions, speech acts, conversational implicatures, aspects of discourse 

structure, and deixis.  

The researcher concludes that pragmatics is the study of speakers' intentions 

toward the listener, which relates to the context of how the language is used. It can 

convey about people's intended meanings, their purpose or goal. 
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2. Deixis 

Deixis is a linguistic term derived from the Greek word deiktikos, which means 

"pointing." It refers to linguistic expressions used to achieve a thing pointed to directly, 

for instance when we say "it" to show something in context (Yule 1996). According to 

Yule (1996), deixis is divided into three types: person deixis (me, you), spatial deixis 

(here, there), and temporal deixis (now, then).  

Levinson (1983) divides deixis into two types: major deixis and minor deixis. 

Person deixis, time deixis, and place deixis were categorized as major classes. While 

what is included in the minor class is social deixis and discourse deixis, which people 

rarely use now days. Deixis is an important field studied in pragmatics, semantics, and 

linguistics. The term deixis essentially concerns the ways in which languages encode 

or grammatically feature the context of the utterance or speech event, and it also 

concerns the ways in which the interpretation of utterances depends on the analysis of 

that context, as Levinson (1983) explained. 

Based on the previously stated information, the researcher concludes that deixis 

is a word that refers to something that is always moving or changing depending on the 

context of the speaker. The researcher's theory relies on Levinson's (1983) 

classification of types of deixis: person deixis, time deixis, place deixis, social deixis, 

and discourse deixis. 
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a. Person Deixis 

Person deixis concerns encoding the participants in the speech event in which 

a given utterance is delivered. The category of personal deixis can be divided into three 

parts: 

1) First Person 

First person is the grammaticalization of the speaker's reference to himself. 

Meanwhile, first person deixis is a deictic reference that relates to the speaker or both 

speakers in a group, and it is articulated in a singular and plural pronoun. I, me, myself, 

and my are singular pronouns. we, us, ourselves, our, and ours are plural pronouns. For 

example, I can’t sleep yet. 

In that case, the word "I" refers to the speaker, and it is expressed as a single 

pronoun. Use the deictic "I" to point to the speaker himself in the sentence. 

2) Second Person 

Second person, a deictic reference to a person defined addressee (you, yours, 

yourselves). When the context is required to determine the reference, the word "you" 

can be used both deictically and none deictically. When the reference is general rather 

than to a particular identifiable person. For example, I know you are the thief. 
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The word "you" is referring to the addressee it can be categorized into the 

second person of deixis. 

3) Third Person 

The encoding of a reference to a person or entity who is neither the speaker nor 

the addressee of an utterance is known as third person deixis. Third person deixis 

identifies the addressee (he/his, she/her, and they/them). For example, A: What is 

Superman doing up there? B: He is learning to fly. 

Superman is not the speaker or addressee in that dialogue, so the word "he" 

refers to him. As a result, it might be classified as third person deixis. 

b. Time Deixis 

Time deixis makes reference to specific stages of communication. So it is 

important to be mindful of when a statement occurs versus when a listener hears it. 

Another name for time deixis is temporal deixis. 

Time deixis is easy to know if the speaker and addressee share the same 

understanding of the time of the conversation and the course of the conversation and 

the purpose of the conversation. In time deixis there is also the reference of participant 

role and divided into two: the moment utterance or coding time (CT) that focus on the 

speaker and reception or receiving time (RT) is one the addressee. The usage of CT 
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depends on the speaker on the three tense past (event complete before CT), precent 

(event whose includes CT) and future (event succeeding CT). For example, she’s 

always ready for tomorrow. According to Curse (2000) time deixis can be found is a 

variety of words including now, yesterday, tomorrow, today, months, afternoon and so 

on. For example: You should have been here yesterday! 

The terms “yesterday” relate to a difine to the specific time. As a result, it can 

be classified as time deixis. 

c. Place Deixis 

Place deixis or spatial deixis is the position or orientation of an entity relative 

to the speaker. Place deixis refers to the ways people talk about where something or 

someone is relative to their own location. As for place, it can be deixis if the place can 

be seen from the location of the people who are communicating in the speaking activity. 

Place deixis is conveyed by demonstrative pronouns like this and that, and by 

demonstrative adverbs such as here and there. 

Cruse (2006) points out that the spatial deixis word shows the position of the 

speaker in space. Adverbs here and there are most essential spatial deictics, usually 

expounded in this, these, there, here, that, and those. The adverbs of place "here" and 

"there" mean close to the speaker's location (proximal) and away from the speaker's 

location (distal), respectively. For example, she loves living here. 
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The preposition "here" refers to a specific place within an utterance; use 

demonstrative adverbs. As a result, it can be classified as place deixis. 

d. Social Deixis 

Social dexis concerns the way a sentence reflects or establishes the social status 

of the speaker or the context in which the speech act occurs. It means refer to the social 

characteristics or distinctions between the participant or referents in a speech event. 

There are two basic social dimensions, relational and absolute. Relational concerns 

surround the honorifics usage between the speaker and its referent, addressee, 

bystander, and setting. While absolute focuses on the authorized speaker and 

authorized recipients, a discourse Here are some examples of titles in English that show 

respect for exalted people, including such forms as Your Honor and Your Royal 

Highness. For example, boss, can you give me my salary? 

The word "boss" is a deictic expression; it is referring to the relationship 

between the boss and his employee. So, the word "boss" includes the social deixis. 

e. Discourse Deixis 

A term that refers to particular portions of a discourse deixis refers to the way 

we express ourselves in conversation, including the way we talk about a particular 

conversation. Discourse deixis is the use of that and this; the use of this can be used to 

refer to a forthcoming portion of the discourse, and the use of that can be used for a 
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preceding portion. In conclusion, discourse deixis contains the speaker's utterance in 

the speech event. For example, A says, "I will do an examination this morning." B says, 

“Good luck with that!” 

The word "that" refers to the utterance that is spoken before it can be 

categorized as discourse deixis. 

3. Context 

The central topics of linguistic pragmatics are those aspects of meaning that are 

dependent on context, as said by Cruse (2006). According to Yule (1993), "context" is 

an action that means how person, time, and place are possible to produce a referent that 

always refers to someone or something. 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that context is any 

information needed for interpreting the utterance or sentence, which consists of person, 

place, or thing, although in the spoken or written forms, that is the important factor to 

complete the meaning of the utterance or sentence. 

4. Humor 

The word humor comes from the Greek language, meaning "body 

fluid."  Humoral medieval medicine knowledge taught fluid balance in the human 

body, which controls human health and emotion. According to Raymond (1980), 
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humor is a cognitive experience in which the speaker's only intention is to provoke 

laughter in an audience whose main purpose is to provide entertainment for them. In 

general, humor is often used to lighten up a difficult or stressful situation and brighten 

up the social atmosphere. It is considered by many to be a pleasant and positive 

experience, so it is reasonable to assume that the humor may have a positive 

physiological effect on the body. 

5. Sam and Cat Situation Comedies 

Sam and Cat is an American teen situation comedy that is the sequel to Clarly 

and Victorious, which is the subject of this research. The main characters of this 

situation comedy are Sam, Cat, Dice, and Nona. This comedy has 36 episodes with a 

duration of 23 minutes in each episode. For your information, situation comedies, or 

sitcoms, are half-hour mini-stories starring the same characters on a weekly basis, 

based on Mendrinos (2004). Taflinger (1996) states that there are three types of 

sitcoms: actcom (action comedy), domcom (domestic comedy), and dracom (drama 

comedy).The researcher downloaded the object Sam and Cat teen situation comedies 

from the Netflix app. Netflix is a platform on internet connected devices that makes it 

easy for users to watch a wide variety of content, such as movies, dramas, anime, TV 

shows, etc. The explanation of Netflix above was obtained by the researcher from 

trusted sites.  
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Since ancient times, comedy has been presented in various forms such as 

theater, books, plays, banter, and opera. At this time, people can find and enjoy comedy 

presented in various media such as the internet, newspapers, movies, television shows, 

apps, and more. Henderson (1993) said that comedy is "art, discourse, or work with a 

general purpose to be funny and entertain the audience by persuading them to laugh at 

them." Besides tragedy, comedy is one of the two genres in drama. Comedy can be 

distinguished into two main types: 

a. Visual Comedy 

Visual comedy is a type of comedy that delivers its punch to the audience 

through visual contact or non spoken action. An example of visual comedy would 

include body language, facial expressions, and intentionally stupid actions. 

b. Spoken Comedy 

Spoken comedy is commonly performed using spoken language. Examples of 

spoken comedy included jokes, word play, language accents, and song lyrics. 

Based on the source and context of humor, comedy is classified into multiple 

genres, including: 
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1. Blank Comedy 

A form of comedy that deals with disturbing and sometimes unacceptable issues 

such us drugs, alcohols, war, and horror. 

2. Blue Comedy 

A form of comedy that deals with the sensual of gender and race issues. 

3. Musical Comedy 

A form of comedy is mostly derived from music singing and dancing. 

4. Satire Comedy 

Comedy relies on headlining important news and current affairs as well as 

offensive insults directed at the audience or other performers. 

5. Insult Comedy 

Insults comedy consists mainly of offensive insults directed at the audience or 

other performers. 

6. Improvisational Comedy 

A form of comedy in which the performed do not have predetermined lines and 

instead create their own material on the spot. 
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7. Wit Comedy 

Wit comedy also known as wordplay, it is a form of comedy based on clever 

manipulation of language. 

8. Cringe Comedy 

A form of comedy involving inappropriate use of words or actions to achieve 

humor. 

9. Parody Comedy 

Parody and homage are both types of humor that involve using existing works 

as a basis for jokes, but they differ in where they draw their humor from. 

Based on the types of genre above, Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies are included in spoken comedy because of the language spoken and word 

play in the main character's utterance. The reason the researcher chose Sam and Cat 

teen situation comedies is because each drama has a purpose, and sometimes that 

purpose is overly dramatic. In Sam and Cat  the purpose is dramatic, but it’s still related 

to our daily lives. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

In this part, the researcher presents the research methodology. The research 

method, data source, research object, research instrument, data collection procedure, 

and data analysis procedure are part of methodological activities. 

A. Research Method 

The researcher used qualitative descriptive as the method. Qualitative-

descriptive analysis is primarily described as a method for identifying, analyzing, and 

reporting on data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Frankel and Wallen (2009) state that 

qualitative descriptive research is a method that focuses more on words than numbers 

and that there is no statistical procedure. 

In conducting the research, they had no relation to numbering or calculation. 

That way, the qualitative descriptive method is selected by the researcher. 

B. Data Source 

The data for the research is Sam and Cat teen situation comedies, season 1, and 

focuses only on episodes 1 through 3 of the total of 36 episodes with a duration of 23 

minutes in each episode, which are published in the Netflix app ( www.netflix.com ). 

The researcher used the transcript from three episodes whose utterances are from the 

http://www.netflix.com/
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main characters in those episodes of Sam and Cat to obtain the data. Every utterance 

had been written by the researcher to assure that the transcript is exactly the same as 

what the main characters said in those episodes. 

Each selected episode has a different title: the first is Pilot, the second is 

Favorite Show, and the third is The Brit Brats. 

C. Research Instrument 

The instrument of this research is the researcher herself. The research has a 

main role in collecting and analyzing the data, and the researcher used note-taking to 

mark the utterance in the transcript and duration of the data relevant to the theory. 

Moreover, a supporting instrument such as a data sheet had been used by the researcher 

to help her characterize it in a way that was easier to understand. 

D. Data Collection Procedure 

To collect the data, the researcher conducted some procedures as follows: 

1. The researcher downloaded all selected epidodes of Sam and Cat American 

Teen Situation Comedies on Netflix 

2. During the watching process, the researcher marks some data that relates to the 

focus of the research. 
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3. The researcher classified the types of deixis that have been found based on 

Levinson (1983). 

4. The researcher analyzed the data and noted down all of the data that he had 

found. 

E. Data Analysis Procedure 

Following data collection, the researcher analyzed the data as follows: 

1. The researcher defined the types of deixis found in the video by using 

Levinson's (1983) theory. 

2. The researcher defined the deixis impact of humor found in the video by using 

Raymond (1980). 

3. The researcher concluded the analysis based on the results of the research. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the researcher presents two sections, which are findings and 

discussion about deixis analysis and the deixis impact on humor that the researcher 

found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation comedies. The aim of this chapter is to 

answer the research question based on the research problem that was described in 

Chapter 1. 

A. Finding 

In this section, the researcher presents the data taken from the main character's 

utterance in three episodes of Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies. It was 

recognized and analyzed based on Levinson's theory of deixis into five categories: 

person deixis, time deixis, place deixis, social deixis, and discourse deixis. A related 

discussion of humor by Raymond (1980) will be found in this section as well. The 

following data were found by the researcher: 

Types of deixis and deixis impact of humor are found in Sam and Cat American 

Teen Situation Comedies. 

Note:  

PD: Person Deixis 

PlD: Place Deixis 

TD: Time Deixis 

DD: Discourse Deixis 

SD: Social Deixis 
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Table types of deixis found in Sam and Cat American teen situation comedies 

that have impact humor. 

Episode Utterance Type of Deixis Analysis 

1. Pilot 

You a cop? PD 

"You" as the second 

person part of the deixis 

person type who was 

asked by the first 

person. 

 

I Will take a 

jumbo 
PD 

"I" as the first person 

part of the deixis person 

type and as the speaker 

 

 

 

And why is 

there a battery 

in my buritto? 

PD 

 

"In" is how the place 

name deixis refers to 

the place. 

 

Whoa! Ha 

haha! Oh My 

Gosh! That was 

so much fun!  

DD 

"That" as the discourse 

deixis, refers to a 

previous incident. 

 

That’s you and 

me.  From 

swimming in 

garbage.  

 DD 

 

 PD 

 

 

 PD 

"That" refers to the 

discourse deixis, "you" 

refers to the hearer as 

the second person in 

person deixis type, 

"me" refers to the first 

person deixis, and "in" 
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refers to place as place 

deixis. 

No nononono. 

This Is 

celebrity hair. 

See, I got hair 

from Will 

Smith, Katy 

Perry, I got 

Ryan Seacrest 

PD 

  

"This" as place deixis 

refers to the type of hair 

that the speaker has. 

 

 

Okay, we'll try 

that first! You 

pump his legs, 

and I'll bounce 

on his chest!  

 PD 

 

 PD 

 

 

 PD 

"We" as the first person 

plural refers to two 

persons as the speaker 

and the hearer, "on" 

refers to the place as 

place deixis, and "his" 

refers to the third 

person in person deixis. 

 

 

Oh. Did she go 

to the gun 

range?  

PD 

"She," as the third 

person singular, is the 

subject of the plural 

pronoun.  

 

Not anymore. 

I'm tired of 

those rotten 

kids putting me 

in sacks! Peeing 

everywhere! It's 

time for me to 

move to 

Elderly Acres. 

 DD 

 

 PD 

"Those," as discourse 

deixis plural pronoun 

from that. The word 

"move to" includes 

place deixis. It points to 

the place where the 

speaker wants to live. 
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No! I love this 

place Look at 

that guys! He 

is single and he 

is hot. 

 DD 

 

 PD 

  

"This" and "That" 

include discourse 

deixis. He is the third 

person deixis. 

 

2.  Favorite 
Ah! Good 

morning. 
TD 

 

‘Good Morning’ as 

time deixis that refers 

time in the morning 

2.  Favorite 

Show 

 

Why'd you do 

that?  

 

DD 

‘That’ refers to the 

previous situation as the 

discourse deixis 

Look. I took 

two rib bones 

and made them 

into a weapon. 

Hyaaaah! 

PD 

 

‘I’ refers to the speaker 

as the first person and 

‘Them’ as the third 

person plural 

Ewe, Bob, 

you're drooling 

on my sweater.  

 PD 

 

 PD 

‘You’ refers to the 

hearer as the second 

person and ‘On’ as 

place deixis refers to the 

place 

My boss wants 

all this stuff to 

go to this 

address. 

SD 
‘Boss’ as the social 

deixis that have high 

position 

I did this 

 PD 

 

 DD 

“I” refers to the speaker 

as the first person 

‘This” as discourse 

deixis 

You guys 

wanna break 

some bootles? 

PD 

“You” as second person 

that refers to the 

listener. 

Ooh. Thank 

you. I’m going 

away now 

TD 

 

“Now” refers to time 

deixis. 
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3. The Brit 

Brats 

I am the master 

of prank phone 

calls 

 

SD 

 “Master” as the social 

deixis refers to 

someone like leader  

I'm his new 

manager. 

 

SD 

“Manager” as the social 

deixis who have 

important position 

Did something 

poop on your 

forehead? 

 

PD 

 

“On” as place deixis 

refers to a location and 

“Your” as the 

second person from 

possessive pronouns 

you 

The Goat 

sneezed in my 

face 

 

PD 
“In” as place deixis 

refers to place  

Based on the table above, the researcher will mention all of the types of deixis 

data that have been found, as follows: 

Datum 1 

First episode “Pilot” (00.26) 

Sam: You a cop? 

The utterance said by Sam There was a second person, namely "you." It 

referred to the addressee in the utterance, which is the food worker. It was when Sam 

stopped her motorbike on the side of the road to buy some food, and the food worker 

recognized her, but before answering, she gave a question back to him. 

Knowing how the deixis impact of humor works. When the question is asked 

by Sam in the utterance above, It’s just a random question because we can see it has 

nothing to do with the way the food worker is dressed, stands in the food truck, and his 

appearance doesn’t look like that of a cop. But Sam asked the question that made the 
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food worker confused and silent for a moment, then he said no, indicating that Sam is 

not a fugitive. 

Datum 2 

First episode “Pilot” (00.36) 

Sam: I will take a jumbo 

The utterance said by Sam There was a first-person pronoun, "I." I referred to 

the speaker herself as the object. She wanted the listener or the food worker to make 

her order. The situation of the utterance when Sam orders a burrito from the food 

worker 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, we know that 

the deixis "I" refers to the speaker herself, and she was in that situation. After hearing 

the food worker say that breakfast with burritos is disgusting, Sam ordered a jumbo 

one instead. Generally, after hearing the statement of a food worker, we would not buy 

the burrito. 

Datum 3 

First episode “Pilot” (01.46) 

Sam: And why is there a battery in my burrito? 

The utterance said by Sam There was a place called "In." It referred to the 

location of the battery in her burrito. At that moment, Sam was just talking alone with 

the burritos, who were surprised and confused. 

For knowing the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, deixis "In 

my burrito." It made the audience laugh because there is a battery in her burrito. If 

Sam said the battery was in the remote control or walk clock, it wouldn’t make the 
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audience laugh, but in this moment, why is the battery in food? It’s not in the right 

place. 

Datum 4 

First episode “Pilot” (02.40) 

Cat: Whoa! Ha haha! Oh my Gosh! That was so much fun! 

The utterance said by Cat There was a discourse dissent "that." It refers to the 

moment when Sam tried to pull her out of the trash heap after pouring it into the garbage 

truck. 

For knowing the deixis impact of humor in the utterance above. Deixis "that" 

was said by Cat. The moment when she was buried by trash and Sam helped her out of 

there she said it was so fun. In a normal situation, someone who gets into this situation 

will be angry or feel disgusting. 

Datum 5 

First episode “Pilot” (04.46) 

Sam: That's you and me. From swimming in garbage. 

The utterances made by Sam There are three types of deixis found in 

utterances above: primarily discourse deixis "that," place deixis "in," first person deixis 

"me," and second person deixis "you." That refers to the cat question before because 

she feels a bad smell. In reference to the garbage and location, there was a strong smell. 

Me referred to the speaker herself, Sam. It is able to be included in first person deixis 

because the word "me" is included as the object in the singular pronoun. You refer to 

the hearer in the utterance, which is Cat, as the second person. This moment occurred 

when Sam and Cat got out of the garbage and got a bad smell. 
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For knowing the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, deixis 

"you, me, and in garbage." You and I refer to Sam and Cat. The funny moment in this 

situation was when Cat made her utterance and asked about the bad smell, even though 

it was coming from her and Sam’s bodies. It wouldn’t be funny if she realized that 

without asking, and there wasn’t anything around that could potentially cause a smell 

either. 

Datum 6 

First episode “Pilot” (07.03) 

Dice: No nononono. This is celebrity hair. See, I got hair from Will Smith, Katy Perry, 

I got Ryan Seacrest 

The utterance said by Dice There was a discourse epithet, "This." This word 

refers to the hair. Dice wanted the hearers, Sam and Cat, to know that the hair he sells 

is not ordinary hair. It was when Dice sold the celebrities' hair to Sam and Cat. Cat is 

interested in one of those strands, whereas Sam is not interested in buying it. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, deixis 

"this." That moment has an impact on humor because he's trying to convince Sam and 

Cat to buy the hair he’s selling and the hair that he got from a famous artist. This 

situation wouldn’t be funny if it were just normal hair sold in the general store. 

Datum 7 

First episode “Pilot” (17.48) 

Cat: Okay, we'll try that first! You pump his legs, and I'll bounce on his chest. 

The utterance said by Cat There is a first person deixis of "we," a third person 

deixis of "his," and a place deixis of "on." The word "we" is a plural pronoun. That 

referred to Sam and Cat, who were trying to help a manager from the inside out after 
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he fainted. The word "his" refers to the singular third person deixis, whom Sam and 

Cat are trying to wake up from stupor. On refers to the location where Cat will bounce 

so that the manager wakes up from his stupor. 

For knowing how the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, deixis 

"we, on, and his." The humor moment in this situation refers to Sam and Cat, a teen 

who are no longer tall in stature but instead wakes a person who has fainted by poking 

his chest (referring to deixis' on’) with her body (sit on his chest and lift him repeatedly) 

instead of with her hands. While Sam holds his leg, Deixis "his" is the person being 

treated like that, an old manager. 

Datum 8 

First episode “Pilot” (12.17) 

Cat: Oh. Did she go to the gun range?  

The utterance said by Cat There was a third person deixis; "she" is the subject 

of the plural pronoun. It referred to Nona. She is trying to guess where Nona went by 

telling utterance jokes to Sam. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, deixis 

"she" refers to Nona, who, for her age, most prefers flower gardening to going to the 

gun range. It will be funny when someone Nona’s age has a hobby like going to the 

gun range, because just taking care of the kids makes it easy to get tired. 

Datum 9 

First episode “Pilot” (08.25) 

Nona: Not anymore. I'm tired of those rotten kids putting me in sacks! Peeing 

everywhere! It's time for me to move to Elderly Acres. 
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In the utterance above, there were discourse and place deixis. The word 

"those" is discourse deixis; it refers to the naughty kids. "Elderly Acres" is a place 

deixis; it refers to the place that Nona wants to live, away from those kids. This was 

the moment when Nona complained because she was tired of the misbehavior of the 

children she raised in the building. That’s why she wants to move to another place. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, deixis "those 

and Elderly Acres." She was so tired of the mischief of those kids. So, she chose to live 

in an elderly association called Elderly Acre. In that situation, she always said the kids 

were entrusted to her, and she was still willing to take care of them. Actually, some 

grandmothers prefer to live with their granddaughters instead of living in an elderly 

association, but this lady prefers to leave her granddaughter because she can’t stand the 

behavior of these kids. 

Datum 10 

First episode “Pilot” (15.15) 

Nona: No! I love this place Look at that guy! He is single and he is hot. 

The utterance said by Nona There were discourses deixis "that" and "this." 

Those two discourse words are that, which refers to the place away from the speaker, 

and this, which refers to the place in which she is living. Third-person deixis is "he." 

She referred to the guy; she wanted the listener to know that she was interested in that 

guy. The moment was when Cat tried to persuade her grandmother to go back home 

and live together again, but Nona was comfortable in that place, living with people the 

same age as her, and she began to be attracted to one of the men who also lived in that 

building. 
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Knowing the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, deixis "this, 

that, and he." The funny moment of all of those refers to placing deixis that comforts 

Nona; she said deixis "that" refers to the old guy that Nona likes. That’s so funny 

because she was old but still attracted to the guy, who made her feel comfortable living 

in Elderly Acres. Deixis's words have an impact on humor because it turns out that the 

guy Nona likes is him, and they are both attracted to each other. 

Datum 11 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (00.32) 

Cat: Ah! Good morning. 

The utterance said by Cat There was a time when it said, "Good morning." It 

refers to when Cat wakes up Sam in the morning by tying her up, but Sam doesn’t like 

being woken up like that. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor in the utterance above, deixis "Good 

morning," the funny moment occurs in the morning, which repeats itself when Sam 

forbids Cat to wake her the way she does but she does it anyway in the morning. 

Datum 12 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (03.24) 

Sam: Why'd you do that?  

The utterance said by Sam There was a discourse dissent "that." It referred to 

Cat when she imitated the sound of the bell every time a guest pressed the bell before 

opening the door. 

Knowing how the deixis impact of the humor from the futterance above, deixis 

"that" reverts to Cat’s habit of ten imitating sound, whether it’s a bell or a phone. 
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Datum 13 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (05.55) 

Sam: Look. I took two rib bones and made them into a weapon. Hyaah! 

The utterance said by Sam There were first-person deixis ("I") and third-

person deixis. The word "I" refers to the speaker; she wants the listener to see what she 

has done to those bones. The word "them" referred to the bones, which Sam had made 

into a weapon. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, deixis "I" 

refers to Sam, who always experiments with strange things. Deixis "them" refers to the 

weapon made from scrap bone. 

Datum 14 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (08.25) 

Cat: Ewe, Bob, you're drooling on my sweater. 

The utterance said by Cat There was a second person, Deixis, called "you." It 

referred to the addressee in the utterance, which is Bob. It was when Bob hugged Cat's 

leg. Place deixis "on" refers to the location of drooling by Bob in the sweater that Cat 

is wearing. 

For knowing how the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, 

deixis "you" refers to Bob hugging Cat’s feet like a koala and it being his habit. That 

moment makes the audiences laugh at the same time Deixis says "on my sweater," the 

sweater of Cat’s drooling by Bob because it’s been hanging at her feet for too long. 

Datum 15 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (19.23) 

Sam: My boss wants all this stuff to go to this address. 
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The utterance above was made by Sam. The word "boss" is a social deixis that 

refers to someone who has a high position in a company. This moment occurred when 

Sam tricked the studio staff into taking things from the studio to surprise Cat so she 

wouldn’t be sad anymore with the cancellation of "That’s a Drag," her favorite show. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, deixis 

"Boss." The funny moment in that social deixis was when Sam disguised herself as the 

assistant president in the studio to trick the staff and said the deixis to escape because 

she was almost caught taking things out of the studio. 

Datum 16 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (20.38) 

Sam: I did this. 

The utterance said by Sam There was a discourse entitled "This." It referred 

to the surprise that Sam gave Cat. That moment occurs when Cat is very enthusiastic 

because the stuff from her favorite show is at her home. 

For knowing how the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, 

the deixis "this." Actually, Sam didn’t want to admit that she did all that, but there was 

no other choice. She confussed with an eventful expression; she didn’t like being called 

sweet for doing all that. 

Datum 17 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (07.03) 

Sam: You guys wanna break some bottles? 

The utterance said by Sam There was a second person deixis "you," which 

refers to the addressee in the utterance, which is Ethan and Bob. It was when Sam 
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offered to do something to play with Ethan and Bob. But Cat disagrees and offers to 

play another one. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, the deixis 

"you" has a funny moment because it’s referring to little kids, but Sam invites them to 

play breaking bottles again and again with her absurd idea. 

Datum 18 

Second episode “Favorite Show” (21.35) 

Nona: Ooh. Thank you. I’m going away now. 

The utterance said by Nona The word "now" refers to the present moment. 

The moment occurred when Nona returned Ethan and Bob to Sam Cat because she had 

given up on the behavior of the two boys, and after that she went straight home. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, deixis 

"now" have a funny moment that made the audience laugh when Nona said the deixis 

that situation looks very tired because she just arrived to take Ethan and Bob to Cat’s 

house. But she desperately wanted to go back to rest, even though it was her 

granddaughter's home. 

 

Datum 19 

Third episode “The Brit Brats” (00.48) 

Sam: I am the master of prank phone calls. 

The utterance said by Sam There was a social deity named "Master." The 

word "master" refers to the leader. The speaker wanted the listener to know that she 

was an expert at making prank calls. 
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Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, the deixis 

"master" refers to something bad, and Chloe and Max are intrigued to try and follow 

Sam’s why. 

Datum 20 

Third episode “The Brit Brats” (06.03) 

Dice: I'm his new manager. 

The utterance said by Dice There was a social deity named "Manager." It 

referred to Dice as the manager of Goomer, a boxer, as we know that managers have 

an important role in society. It was when he told Sam and Cat that he would be the 

manager because Goomer has the potential to win and will earn a lot of money. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, deixis 

"manager," the funny moment when Dice becomes a boxer's manager, in addition to 

being too young and generally too small to be a manager, 

Datum 21 

Third episode “The Brit Brats” (09.15) 

Sam: Did something poop on your forehead? 

The utterance said by Sam There was a place called "On." It refers to the poop 

shape on Dilben's forehead. The second person deixis "your" referred to the dice as a 

possessive pronoun of you. It was when Dilben suddenly came to Cat's home in a weird 

outfit and with a unique hairstyle. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above, the funny 

moment in deixis was when Sam reprimanded Dilben’s hair, which was like poop. If 

she said that in the toilet, that’s not funny because it's not funny, but in this situation, 

she notices the wrinkle on Dilben’s forehead. 

Datum 22 
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Third episode “The Brit Brats” (18.18) 

Dice: The Goat sneezed in my face 

The utterance said by Dice The utterance above occurred when Sam told Dice 

to look after the goat in the bathroom; unfortunately, the goat sneezed in his face, and 

it’s something disgusting. The word "in" can be classified as a place deixis that refers 

to the sneezed location in Dice's face. 

Knowing the deixis impact of the humor from the utterance above Deixis has 

funny moments, like when Dice got sneezed on by the goat and blood filled his face. 

That moment wouldn’t be funny if the situation hadn’t happened because it made Dice 

scream. 

B. Discussion  

In this chapter, the researcher explains the data that has been found and is 

displayed in the findings section. All the data shown in the previous section is collected 

from Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies, in this case from 1 to 3 

episodes. The data collected is limited by the research focus; therefore, only deixis is 

used by the main characters. 

1. Types of deixis are found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies. 

Levinson states that deixis concerns the ways in which languages encode the 

features of the context of utterances or speech events. In this study, the researcher found 

22 dates in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies. 

Based on the table in finding, from the five types of deixis, there are 13 person 

deixis (first person, second person, and third person), 2 time deixis, 8 place deixis, 3 
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social deixis, and 7 discourse deixis. All of the deixis types found were used by the 

main character's utterances, for a total of 33 deixis discovered from 3 episodes. 

From the table, it can be seen that the most dominant type of deixis used in Sam 

and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies is person deixis, followed by place deixis, 

discourse deixis, social deixis, and time deixis. 

a. Person Deixis 

Person deixisi an utterance produced by the speaker in a speech. According to 

Levinson (1983), person deixis is divided into three types. Researchers found 13 deixis 

categories of person deixis, including first, second, and third deixis. The function of 

person deixis is applied to the thing or person who is the speaker in an utterance. 

1) First Person 

The first person is the speaker's reference to himself. First deixis can be divided 

into first person singular and first person plural. In this case, the researcher found five 

deictic expressions. 

First person, deixis singular The researcher found 2 types of deixis persons 

singular, namely I and Me. Next, in person deixis plural form, in the data the researcher 

found 1 type of deixis, namely "we." In the deixis person, for the first person shown on 

the utterance "I will take a Jumbo," The function of first-person deixis is to refer the 

message to the speaker himself or herself. 

2) Second Person 

Second person deixis is a deictic reference that refers to the addressee. 

According to Levinson (1983), second person deixis can be identified in the word (you, 

your, yours, yourselves). In this research, the researcher found four that divided second 

deixis into two types, namely you and your. In the third person, for the second person 
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shown on the utterance "You a cop?" The function of second person deixis is the word 

that refers to the addressee as the listener or receiver of the message. 

3) Third Person 

Third person deixis encodes references to persons and entities that are neither 

speakers nor addressees of the utterance in question. According to Levinson (1983), 

third-person deixis is identified into utterances (he/his, she/her, and they/them) and 

objects like "him, her, it, and them." The function of third person deixis is the word 

that refers to two, neither speaker nor addressee. 

In the table, the researcher found 4 that divided 5 types of third person, namely 

she, he, them, and his. In the third person, for the second person shown on the utterance, 

"Did she go to the gun range?" 

b. Time Deixis 

Time deixis concerns the encoding of temporal points in the speech event. In 

the table, the researcher found 2 time divisions with 2 types, namely, now and good 

morning. In the time digression shown on the utterance "I’m going away now," The 

function of time deixis is that the word refers to the time when utterance was done. 

c. Place Deixis 

Place deixis (spatial deixis) focuses on the place where the speech event occurs 

and deals with distance. According to Levinson (1983), place denotes the proximal and 

distal locations of the speaker. The function of the word deixis is to refer to or point 

out the location of the speaker. 

In the data, the researcher found eight that were divided into five types, namely: 

"Elderly Acres," "On, in, and Move to." in the place where diacritical marks are shown 

on the utterance "That’s you and me." From swimming in the garbage. 
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d. Social Deixis 

Social deixis concerns the sentence that occurs in the social station in which the 

speech act occurs. Social differentiation is marked by relative social status. Levinson 

(1983) states social deixis can be identified in utterance (my husband, teacher, cousin, 

mother). The function of social deixis is word-referenced to the social relationship held 

between speaker and addressee, or some other referent. 

In the data, the researcher found 3 social dimensions that divided into 3 types, 

namely manager, master, and boss. In the social deixis shown on the utterance "I’m his 

new manager," 

e. Discourse Deixis 

Discourse deixis is the expression of the referent that is not shown in the text. 

On the other hand, the referent is attached to the last, next, or current position of the 

discourse. Levinson (1983) states that discourse concerns the use of expressions that 

refer to some position of the discourse. The function of discourse analysis is to refer to 

situations near the speaker and the speaker's distance from the addressee. 

The researcher found seven discourse categories that divided into three types, 

namely this, that, and those. In the discourser deixis shown on the utterance "That was 

so fun," 

All the types exist in this situation comedy. It is explained that we actually often 

use it in our daily lives, and it is also agreed upon by the previous study by Nurmaharani 

(2021) in the chapter titled "Analysis of Deixis in The Frozen II" by Jennifer Lee. She 

also found all the types of deixis in this book. The difference between the three previous 

studies in Chapter 2 and this research is in the second research problem. In this 
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research, the researcher argues about the impact of deixis on humor. While the previous 

research focused on the dominance of deixis found in their research. 

2. Deixis Impact of the humor in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies 

Lyons (1977) stated that the main purpose of deixis in linguistics is to prefer 

the function of personal and demonstrative pronouns, tense of a variety of other 

grammatical and lexical features, and relating utterance. Meanwhile, humor, according 

to Raymond (1980), is a cognitive experience whose sole intention is to provoke 

laughter in the audience and whose main purpose is to provide amusement to them. It 

is often used to make light of difficult or stressful situations and to brighten up a social 

atmosphere in general with enjoyable and positive experiences. They also add that 

depending on the situation, which means that the impact humor depends on the context 

of the situation. Based on the statements above, it can be concluded that not all deixis 

contains humor, but humor could be interactive if it contained deixis, as in the 

following example in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation Comedies, which we can 

see from the data found by the researcher. For example, in first-person deixis "I will 

take a jumbo," the impact of "I" is humor because it refers to Sam as the speaker. Before 

ordering the burrito, she asks the food worker how the breakfast burrito is, and the food 

worker answers that it is disgusting. Sam, as the first person plural "I," even ordered 

the jumbo one. The thing that made us laugh was that she heard the answer from the 

food worker but still ordered, plus what she ordered was a jumbo burrito. An example 

of second person deixis is when Sam said, "You guys wanna break some bottles?" 
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The reason the second person plural, "you," has an impact on humor is because 

it refers to Ethan and Bob. In this situation, Sam offered to break some bottles for Ethan 

and Bob. That moment made the audience laugh because she offered to do bad things 

to Ethan and Bob while they were kids, and luckily at that time Cat didn’t agree and 

offered to play according to their age. Another example of third person deixis is in the 

utterance "He is single and he’s hot!" The word "he" refers to the old man. The moment 

that made that diatribe have impact in humor was when Cat persuaded her grandmother 

to move back in with her, but Nona insisted on staying in the Elderly Acres for 

comfortable reasons, and the thing that makes us laugh is when she refers to the old 

man whom she is crushing on while saying that he is single and hot. 

The utterance time digraph that has been found to have impact on humor sounds 

like "Ah!" Good morning. It was when Cat woke up Sam in the morning by surprising 

Sam and Cat, and she had said that she didn’t like Cat doing that in the morning, but 

Cat did it anyway even though she said it just one day ago in the morning. An example 

of place deixis that have impact on humor is the utterance "Did something poop on 

your forehead?" The place deixis "on your forehead" had impact humor when Sam 

suddenly asked Dilben’s hair, which she thought looked like poop. In this situation, the 

word deixis has a humorous impact because Sam asks if something on your forehead 

is poop. The audience maybe won’t laugh if Sam says something poops in the toilet is 

normal, but in her utterance she said something poops on Dilben’s. 

The social deixis that have an impact humor in the utterance of  Dice, "I’m his 

new manager." The social deixis "manager" refers to Dice, who really likes money and 

whatever it is he will sell. The moment that shows social deixis is when he becomes 
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the manager of a boxer who is much older than him because he believes that he has the 

potential to earn a lot of money when he becomes Goomer’s manager. 

The last example of discourse devices that have an impact on humor is in this 

utterance of Cat: "Whoah! Ha haha! Oh my gosh! That was so much fun! The discourse 

deixis "That" made the audience laugh because of that situation. Cat felt very excited 

and had fun with what happened to her being buried by the garbage truck. In a normal 

situation, someone who is buried in the garbage would be angry, disgusted, and 

immediately ask for help to get out of there, but it’s different for Cat, who feels that 

very exciting. Meanwhile, here is one example of deixis that doesn’t have an impact 

on humor: the first person deixis in the utterance "I didn’t know you were coming to 

visit." The person expressing "I" in this moment didn’t make the audience laugh, and 

nothing can provoke laughter. 

Deixis does have an impact on humor, as can be seen from the data above; not 

all of it has an impact, but deixis is the important thing in humor. Usually, as a species, 

we only know the types of deixis as pronouns, adverbs of place, adverbs of time, and 

conjunctions, such as I, That, In, On, and Tomorrow. But it turns out that deixis can 

also provoke laughter in the listeners or audience.
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Basically, based on the results of analysis, interpretation, and discussion in the 

previous chapter, it can be concluded that the analysis of the Sam and Cat American 

Teen Situation Comedies helped answer the problems in the research objectives. Based 

on the discussion in the previous chapter, it can be concluded that all the types of deixis 

exist, and the most dominant deixis found in the data is person deixis. The researcher 

has found 13 deixis types from 33 deixis types. 

From the formulation of the second problem, it can be concluded that not all 

deixis that have been found have an impact on the humor. Without some of the deixis 

that have been found in the data, humor will not be built in situation comedies. Because 

of our limited knowledge of deixis, sometimes its existence is omitted because people 

are more familiar with its forms as pronouns, adverbs of time and place, and 

conjunctions. Therefore, by conducting research on deixis, it is hoped that people will 

be more sensitive to deixis. 

B. Suggestion 

In the field of language studies, the results of this study are expected to be a 

reference in further research, especially research in pragmatic studies, especially deixis 

in a sentence. Research on pragmatics needs to be done both in the pragmatics of a 

language and in the pragmatics of literary works in general and in particular. This is 
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because deixis is never separated from our lives when communicating. It can also be a 

guide for literary writers in using deixis in pragmatic studies, both from person deixis 

and from time deixis, space deixis, social deixis, and discourse deixis. 

Therefore, the results of this study are expected to be better understood by all 

readers so that they can be useful in understanding the elements of deixis in 

conversation and in literary works. The deixis element is very useful as a reference so 

that a story or an utterance becomes more concise and easy for the reader to understand. 

This research is expected to be able to explain the types of deixis to the readers. For 

educators, this pragmatic study deixis element is expected to be an addition to teaching 

materials or a reference in deixis elements, and it will introduce the types and forms of 

pragmatic study deixis. 

The researcher hoped that further researchers could develop research skills not 

only in comedy but in other fields. For other researchers, it should be suggested that 

they use this research as a source of information and input so that it is useful in 

examining other values when carrying out research in the field in which it is relevant. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Note:  

PD: Person Deixis 

PlD: Place Deixis 

TD : Time Deixis 

DD: Discourse Deixis 

SD: Social Deixis 

Table 4.1.types of deixis found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies in the first episode “ Pilot” 

No Utterances 

Type of 

Deixis 

 

Analysis 

1 

You a cop? PD 

‘You’ as the second person part 

of deixis person type who asked 

by the first person 

2 

I Will take a jumbo PD 

‘I’ as the first person part of 

deixis person type and as the 

speaker 

3 

 

 

And why is there a 

battery in my buritto? 

PlD 

 

 

 

 

‘In’ as the place deixisrefers  to 

the place.  

 

4 

Whoa! Ha haha! Oh 

my gosh! That was so 

much fun!  

DD 

 

‘That’ as the discourse deixis 

that refers to previous incident 
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5 

Tha’s you and me.  

from swimming in 

garbage.  

 DD 

 

 PD 

 

 PlD 

 

 

‘That’ as the discourse deixis, 

‘You’ resfers to the hearer as 

the second person in person 

deixis type, ‘Me’ refers to first 

person deixis and ‘In’ refers to 

place as place deixis type  

6 

No nononono. This Is 

celebrity hair. See, I 
got hair from Will 

Smith, Katy Perry, I 

got Ryan Seacrest 

PlD 

 

 ‘This’ as placedeixis refers to 

the hair type that bring by the 

speaker. 

 

7 

Okay, we'll try that 

first! You pump his 

legs, and I'll bounce 

on his chest!  

 PD 

 

 PlD 

 

‘We’ as the first person plural 

refers to two person as the 

speaker and the hearer, ‘On’ 

refers to the place as place 

deixis and ‘His’ refer as the 

third person in person deixis 

8 

 

Oh. Did she go tothe 

gun range?  

 

PD 

 

 

‘She’ as the third person deixis 

as subject of plural pronoun. It  

9 

Not anymore. I'm tired 

of those rotten kids 

putting mein sacks! 

Peeing everywhere! 

It's time for me to 

move toElderly 

Acres. 

 DD 

 

 PlD 

‘Those’ as discourse deixis 

plural pronoun from that. The 

word ‘ Move to’ include in 

place deixis. It point to the place 

where the spaker want to live. 
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10 

No! I love this place 

Look at that guys! 

Heis  single and he is 

hot. 

 DD 

 

 PD 

 

‘ This’ and ‘That’ include as 

discourse deixis. ‘ He’ as the 

third person deixis . 

 

4.2. types of deixis found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies in the second episode “ Favorite Show” 

No Utterances 

Type of 

Deixis 

 

Analysis 

1 

Ah! Good morning. TD 

 

‘Good Morning’ as time deixis that 

refers time in the morning 

2 

Why'd you do that?  
 

DD 

‘That’ refers to the previous 

situation as the discourse deixis 

 

 

3 

Look. I took two rib 

bones and made them 

into a weapon. 

Hyaaaah! 

PD 

 

I’ refers to the speaker as the first 

person and ‘Them’ as the third 

person plural 

4 

Ewe, Bob, you're 

drooling on my 

sweater.  

 PD 

 

 PlD 

‘You’ refers to the hearer as the 

second person and ‘On’ as place 

deixis refers to the place 

5 

My boss wants all this 

stuff to go to this 

address. 

SD 

 

 

‘Boss’ as the social deixis that 

have high position 

6 

I did this 

 PD 

 

 DD 

‘I’ refers to the speaker as the first 

person ‘This’ as discourse deixis 

7 

You guys wanna 

break some bootles? 
PD 

 

‘You’ as second person that refers 

to the listener. 
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8 

Ooh. Thank you. I’m 

going away now 
TD 

 

 

‘Now’ refers to time deixis. 

 

Table 4.3.types of deixis found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies in the third episode “ The Brit Brats” 

No 

Utterances 
Type of 

Deixis 
Analysis 

1 

I am the master of 

prank phone calls 

 

SD  ‘Master’ as the social deixisrefers 

to someone like leader  

2 

I'm his new manager. 
 

SD 
‘Manager’ as the social deixis 

who have important position 

3 

Did something poop 

on your forehead? 

 

PlD 

 

 ‘On’ as place deixis refers to a 

location and ‘Your’ as the second 

person from possessive pronouns 

you 

4 

The Goat sneezed in 

my face 

 
PlD 

 ‘In’ as place deixis refers to place  

 

Table 4.2. Types of deixis found in Sam and Cat American Teen Situation 

Comedies in the third episode “The Brit Brats” which has no impact humor 
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Episode Utterances 

Type 

of 

Deixis Analysis 

1. Pilot 

How are your breakfast 

burritos? 

PD 

‘Your’  is the 

second person 

deixis. it refers to 

the food worker 

 

Shut up, My name is cat! 

PD 

‘My’ classified as 

first person deixis. 

it refers to Cat as 

the speaker 

 

Hold on kitty, I'm coming! 

PD 

‘I’m’ classified into 

the first person 

deixis. it refers to 

Cat as the speaker 

 

Whoa! Oh! We gotta get 

outta here! 

PlD 

‘Here’ is a place 

deixis, it refers to 

the place near frpm 

the speaker 

 

Oh, where are we? 

PD 

The word ‘We’ 

refers to the speaker 

and Cat. It can be 

classified as the 

first person deixis 

1. Pilot 

No! Nona, you’re not 

moving to Elderly Acres! 

 

‘Elderly Acres’ is 

place deixis. it 

refers to building 

for the elderly.  
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Episode Utterances 

Type 

of 

Deixis Analysis 

 

My Grandma! I live with 

her 

SD 

‘Grandma’ 

classified into 

social deixis, it 

refers to Cat’s 

grandmother who 

has an older status 

then Cat. 

 

She is Sam 

PD 

 ‘She’ classified as 

third person dexis. 

It refers to singular 

third person dexis 

which is Sam. 

 

so you're just gonna cruise 

around American, like a 

hippie 

PlD 

 ‘American’ 

classified into place 

deixis, it refers to 

one of the countries 

in the world 

 

No. She um, live there now 

TD 

 ‘Now’ classified as 

time deixis, it refers 

to the present ime. 

 

You gotta open that first 

DD 

 ‘That’ the 

discourse deixis. It 

refers to the door 

has not been 

opened 

 

you guys were gonna get 

tattoos today? 

TD 

 ‘Today’ classified 

as time deixis. its 

refer to the time 

happens at that day 

1. Pilot 

I saw  those kids ten minute 

ago 

TD 

 ‘Ten minute ago’ 

classified into time 

deixis. it refers to 

the past minutes 
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Episode Utterances 

Type 

of 

Deixis Analysis 

 

I hope you sell them for big 

bucks  

PD 

 ‘Them’ classified 

into third deixis and 

as the plural person 

its refer to items 

sold by Dice 

2. 

Favorite 

Show 

your Nona brought over a 

whole rack of them last 

night 
TD 

 ‘Last night’ is time 

deixis, its refer to 

past time uttered by 

Sam 

They spelled it wrong 

PD 

 ‘They’ classified 

as  the third plural 

of person deixis. it 

refers to the hat 

brand 

Bob?! Aw Man. Well, just 

help me get him 

PD 

 ‘Him’ classified 

into third person of 

person deixis. it 

refers to crew 

You wanna go by this 

afternoon? 

TD 

 ‘Afternoon’ is time 

deixis. it refers to 

time that Sam and 

cat plan. 

I didn’t know you were 

coming to visit 

PD 

 ‘I’ classified as 

first person of 

person deixis. it 

refers to Nona as 

the speaker 

Where we going? 

PD 

 ‘We’ is the first 

person of person 

deixis. ite refer to 

Dice as the speaker 

and other is Sam 
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Episode Utterances 

Type 

of 

Deixis Analysis 

3. The 

Brit Brats Yay.  Oh! I had the weirdest 

dream last night. 

TD 

‘Last night’ is time 

deixis, its refer to 

past time uttered by 

Cat 

Come on! I gotta go to 

school and I get nowhere to 

put him 

PD 

‘Him’ classified 

into third person of 

person deixis. it 

refers to the goat 

Who says that? 

DD 

‘That’ is discourse 

deixis. it refers to 

Cat’s statement 

Ah! Yes! Nice! That's my 

Goomer 

DD 

 ‘That’ is discourse 

deixis. it refers to 

Goomer punch to 

his opponent  

He can kick you guys out 

PD 

 ‘He’ classified as 

third person dexis. 

It refers to singular 

third person dexis 

which is Dilben. 

he's not a farmer 

SD 

 ‘Farmer’ classified 

into social deixis. 
its refer to who 

provide us food to 

eat 

It's not our goat 

PD 

 ‘Our’ is plural 

deixis of person 

deixis as first 

person. Its refers to 

Sam as the speaker 

and friends 
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Episode Utterances 

Type 

of 

Deixis Analysis 

Before you go enjoy your 

Saturday. 

TD 

 ‘Saturday’ 

classified into time 

deixis. it refers to 

the weekend 

3. The 

Brit Brats 
Dr. Stanky! 

SD 

 ‘Dr’ known as 

social deixis. its 

refer to Stanky is a 

doctor. 

You're just our uncle 

SD 

 ‘Uncle’ classified 

into social deixis, it 

refers to Goomer 

who has an older 

status then Cat and 

friends. 

By ourselves? 

PD 

 ‘Ourselves’ 

classified as first 

person of person 

deixis. its refer to 

Sam and Cat 

But this is our home 

PD 

  ‘Our’ is plural 

deixis of person 

deixis as first 

person. Its refers to 

Sam as the speaker 

and Cat 

You're really his father? 

SD 

 ‘Father’ classified 

into social deixis, 

its refer to social 

relationship 

between Dilben 

and his parents 
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